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Abstract: Temperature modulation technique, some called dynamic measurement mode, on Metal-Oxide
Semiconductor (MOS/MOX) gas sensor has been widely observed and employed in many fields. We present its
development, a Specified Detection Point (SDP) on modulated sensing element of MOS sensor is applied which
associated to its temperature modulation, temperature modulation-SDP so-named. We configured the
rectangular modulation signal for MOS gas sensors (TGSs and FISs) using PSOC CY8C28445-24PVXI
(Programmable System on Chip) which also functioned as acquisition unit and interface to a computer. Initial
responses and selectivity evaluations were performed using statistical tool and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to differ sample gases (Toluene, Ethanol and Ammonia) on dynamic chamber measurement under
various frequencies (0.25 Hz, 1 Hz, 4 Hz) and duty-cycles (25 %, 50 %, 75 %). We found that at lower
frequency the response waveform of the sensors becomes more sloping and distinct, and selected modulations
successfully increased the selectivity either on singular or array sensors rather than static temperature
measurement. Copyright © 2015 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Temperature modulation, Specified detection point, MOS gas sensor, E-nose, PCA analysis.

1. Introduction
Since many Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS)
gas sensors and their variances are manufactured [1],
the utilization of commercial MOS gas sensors has
been investigated and applied extensively in many
fields, like environment [2], biomedical [3] and
food/agriculture [3-4]. Electronic-nose (E-nose) is the
most popular term for the application in which are
typically uses array of gas sensors mounted in a
chamber with different selectivity and sensitivity
towards the various compounds. MOS gas sensors
become most favorable choice in E-nose application
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since they offer high sensitivity, compact, fast
response and recovery times, and low cost devices
with versatile applications [5].
Along with those advantages of MOS sensors,
they also perform a series of undesirable
characteristics, such as lack of stability and crossselectivity [5-6]. They are also prone to output drift.
Drift problem and cross-sensitivity are the high
considered limitation of MOS gas sensors. That is
potentially caused from temperature variation which
changes the baseline of the sensor signal shifts. It can
affect both the baseline (additive) and the sensitivity
of the sensor (multiplicative) [7]. Moreover in [8], it
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reviewed that besides intrinsic factors (chemical
composition, surface modification by noble metal
particles, as well as microstructure), the circumstance
parameters, especially temperature and humidity also
strongly contribute and affect the sensitivity of MOS
gas sensor. On other hand, the apparent problem of
MOS gas sensors are that the sensors are sensitive to
variation of temperature and humidity which changes
the baseline of the sensor signal shifts with time and
large noise exists in sensor output which are
potentially resulted from use of static temperature on
gas sensor and mounting the sensor in chamber.
As report in [9], temperature modulation through
oscillation of heater voltage, also some called
dynamic measurement technique, has been most
potential promising and established technique of
temperature modulation than temperature transient or
pulsed techniques to be applied on MOS gas sensors.
Temperature modulation alters the kinetic of the
sensor through changes in the operational
temperature of device. The operating modulation
voltage, also consequently the operating temperature,
of the sensor changes periodically either by square
(rectangular) or triangular or sine waveform [10].
Temperature modulation provides more information
from a single sensor than static measurement [11],
which also means that cyclic variation of temperature
gives a unique signature for each gas, differ type of
modulation showed a slight difference signal
response and amplitude [10, 12]. By using
rectangular waveform, Dutta and Bhuyan [13] has
determined the optimal frequency applied for each
sensor using theory of system identification based on
best fit transfer function, pole-zero plot and the
overshoot percentage. And, It is also reported the use
of rectangular modulation to detect and distinguish
the presence of two pesticide gases, a binary gas
mixture (acephate and trichlorphon), in the ambient
atmosphere [14-15].
This paper discusses an improved technique of
temperature modulation on MOS gas sensor as an
alternative attempt to overcome cross-selectivity
problem or gain its sensitivity. The technique
implements rectangular heating Temperature
Modulation with Specified Detection Point,
Temperature Modulation-SDP so-called. It means
detection (acquiring) of MOS gas sensor output is put
at specified point with respect to temperature
modulation on its heater. The temperature
modulation-SDP is regulated and configured using
Timer block in PSoC (Programmable System on Chip,
Cypress Semiconductor Corporation) CY8C2844524PVXI. A single modulation circuit could be
applied to drive either single or multi (array) sensors
with similar type and characteristic. This technique is
more addressed to be implemented in PSoC
(microcontroller) since typical low rate of data
transfer when used to acquire multi sensors
(depended on time consuming of sequential process
on multiplexing and digital conversion) and send
them to outer device, such as computer. It is also easy
to construct the modulation since availability of
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required blocks to meet the desired modulation. In
addition, the PSoC is configured to acquire array
sensors and transmit data to computer as well by
employing Timer (signal to get data), Multiplexer,
ADCs, and UART blocks.

2. Design of Rectangular Temperature
Modulation-SDP
The temperature modulation-SDP design is based
on required modulation which applied on TGS 2444.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), TGS 2444 requires application
of a 250 ms heating cycle (SVH) which comprised by
4.8 Volt (high state) applied to the heater for the first
14 ms, then followed by 0 (low state) volt pulse for
the remaining 236 ms. The sensing cycle SVC consists
of low state applied for 2 ms at first, then by high
state for 5 ms and followed by low state for
remaining 243 ms. For achieving optimal sensing,
detection is measured after the center of SVH
pulse [16].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Required modulation of TGS 2444
and (b) the temperature modulation-SDP.

In our design (Fig. 1(b)), compared with TGS
2444 detection time, on signal detection (SVC), we put
an additional time after detection point so that
detection point is in center of SVC to ensure the
acquisition system (PSOC based) have adequate time
to acquire the sensor amplitude. The SVC is
positioned on midpoint 75 % of "on/high" state of
temperature modulation (SVH) whereas the detection
point is laid on center of SVC pulse.
We constructed a common temperature
modulation-SDP that might be applied on single or
even array MOS gas sensor (Fig. 2) which has similar
type and characteristic. We applied two common
modulation circuits that employing FET (Field Effect
Transistor) and op-amp buffer to drive array of TGS
Sensors (manufactured by Figaro Engineering Inc.)
and FIS sensors (manufactured by FIS Inc.)
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respectively since there is slight difference pin
configuration on them.
VC

3. Experimental

VH

SVC

SVH

VOC
to array

R1 sensor
to array VOH
sensor

Vo

RH

(a)

around 200-300 ps [17]. However, in this research
the timing error of detection point is negligible.

RS

(b)

Fig. 2. Schematic of temperature modulation-SDP for array
(a) TGS sensor and (b) FIS sensor with VH is heater
voltage, VC is sensing circuit voltage, SVH is modulation
signal for VH, and SVC is modulation signal for VC.

We employed internal main oscillator (IMO) in
PSoC CY8C28445-24PVXI which is set at
5 V/24 MHz (Vcc/SysClk) to supply 12 MHz for
CPU clock. Clock signal of IMO contains the jitter

We tested 6 commercial MOS gas sensors
(TGS-2444,
TGS-2602,
TGS-825,
FIS-12A,
FIS-30SB, and FIS-AQ1) and used 3 environment
sensors (KE-25, LM35 and HSM30G). We
configured PSOC CY8C28445-24PVXI to construct
the temperature modulation-SDP and act as
acquisition system to computer in which the diagram
of PSOC-based system is shown in Fig. 3. The
acquisition system transmits all data wirelessly
through Radio Frequency using XBee serial
communication (IEEE 802.15.4) Digi International
Inc. We designed two temperature modulation-SDP
timing generators by Timer8 block to provide fixed
modulation and adjustable modulation that is set from
acquisition software in Personal Computer (PC).
Fixed modulation is associated with TGS-2444
which its recommended temperature modulation is
4 Hz 5.6 % [16], while adjustable modulation is
provides modulation on array of TGSs and FISs
but TGS-2444.

Fig. 3. Diagram block of system based on PSOC CY8C28445-24PVXI with pins configuration.

Measurement and setting were adjusted and
monitored automatically through developed software
which built using Visual Studio VB Net 2012 that
expanded from our previous work [18]. It is
functioned to monitor the initial conditioning of
chamber oxygen level, to set the modulation signal,
and to acquire output of all sensors. The dynamic
chamber measurement of system is shown in Fig. 4.
The arrow represents the gas pipes and direction of
flow. For analyte gas, the flow is helped by small
air pump.

Fig. 4. Diagram of dynamic chamber measurement.
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Initially, all MOS gas sensors are inactive (the
voltage of heater and sensing element are on off
mode). Then, oxygen concentration in chamber is
measured and increased the concentration when
under 21 % by flowing oxygen into chamber
constantly up to minimum recommended level of
21 % [19]. Both flow controllers (Kofloc
RK200/RK400) are tuned on rate of 0.4 LPM
(0.67 cm3/s). After that, the gas sensors are activated
and driven by certain modulation that chosen the
frequency and duty cycle which set from PC. Then,
the pump is turned on and waits the initial
conditioning time of MOS sensors for 2 minutes plus
certain steady time (15 or 30 minutes) for selectivity
performance analysis. Next step is measuring the
baseline for 1 minute, continued with injecting the
analyte solution, and then measuring the analyte gas
for 6 minutes. We used hypodermic (Bolo-silicate
hard glass) syringe 1 ml to measure and inject the
volume of solution.
Finally, purging chamber is done for 10 minutes
using two fans on cover of sensor and solution
chamber. The (acquisition) software is connected to
Microsoft Excel to store and process data, such as:
(a) create file, read and write data, (b) create and
show graph, and (c) determine average value of each
sensor for each measurement mode (baseline and
analyte sample measurement). Our acquisition
software creates automatically 2 worksheets to store
2 mode measurement at once cycle measurement.
We observed on 3 frequencies (0.25 Hz, 1 Hz,
4 Hz) with 3 duty cycles (25 %, 50 %, and 75 %) of
temperature modulation-SDP and no modulation as
comparator. No modulation means MOSs were
driven using traditional technique, or, they run on
modulation of 100 % duty cycle. Hence, we
generated 10 temperature modulation-SDPs from
PSOC. Initial response and selectivity evaluation of
array sensor was performed and visualized using
statistical tool and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to differ 3 analyte gases (Ammonia, Ethanol,
and Toluene). The analyte concentration (in gas
phase) was arranged in 5000 ppm that resulted from
1 ml injection of prepared solution. The method of
preparing accurate analyte in gas phase for volatile
solution in air is described and applied in [20-21]. By
using Equation (1), we calculated the necessary
amount of analyte liquid in distilled water as
prepared solution for once measurement which then
injected 1 ml of it into solution container to produce
that gas concentration in total volume including
(11×8×6) cm sensor chamber (528 ml), gas sample
chamber (1800 ml), and piping (24 ml). As an
example, It is calculated to be 0.344 ml of 99.5 %
liquid ethanol (molecular weight 46.07 g/mol and
density 0.79 g/ml) added to 12 ml distilled water at
laboratory pressure (1 atm) and temperature (293 oK)
to produce 5000 ppm ethanol gas in volume 2352 ml.
Table 1 shows the properties of analyte liquid used
and calculation result of prepared solution. MOS gas
sensors are presented by its resistance (Rs) and
sensitivity as defined Equation (2) [14-15].
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VS =

M A × Cppm × P × V
× VP × 10−6 ,
CAW × D × R × T

(1)

where Cppm notes analyte gas concentration, MA is the
molecular weight (g/mol), P is the laboratory
pressure (atm), which assumed = 1 atm, V is the
volume of total chamber (m3 or uL), R is the ideal gas
constant (L atm/mol/ oK), T is the laboratory
temperature (oK), CAW is the Catalyst Altered Water
(liquid concentration in %), D is the solution density
(g/ml), VP is the volume of prepared solution = 12 ml,
and VS the is volume of solution (ml).
S = R0 / Rg,

(2)

where S defines sensitivity, R0 is the sensor resistance
in air and Rg is the sensor resistance in analyte gas
exposure.
Table 1. Properties of analyte liquids and their calculated
portion in prepared solution.
Analyte
Liquid

Density
(g/ml)

Mol.
weight
(g/mol)

Toluene
0.87
92.14
C6H5CH3
Ethanol
0.79
46.07
C2H5OH
Ammonia
0.90
17.03
NH3
*) in 12 ml prepared distilled-water

CAW
(%)

vs*)
(ml)

99

0.628

99.5

0.344

28

0.397

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. The Modulation and Sensor Response
under Modulation
All modulations applied on MOS gas sensor have
been checked with oscilloscope Tektronix
TDS 2024B (exemplified in Fig. 5) and meet the
desired modulation as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 5
only shows responses of three modulations, although
ten modulations were generated and observed in the
measurement to avoid cluttering in the graph. The
measured frequency of VOH was 0.2510 Hz and high
state of VOC is laid in middle 75 % of high of VOH.
The acquiring of all MOS (in array) begins at middle
of VOH and takes 0.08 s to complete it. The high state
of VOH of TGS and FIS were measured about 4.98
and 0.95 Volt respectively and the VOC of both TGS
and FIS were 4.98 Volt.
Fig. 6 shows MOS gas sensor's original responses
(amplitude (v) vs. time (s)), which taken and
compiled from digital output of oscilloscope
Tektronix TDS 2024B, to analyte gases under each
rectangular modulation. The oscilloscope probes
were pointed directly at pin of MOS's sensing
elements. In Fig. 6(a), it seen that TGS2444 works on
4 Hz modulation and responses sensitively to only
ammonia gas since give similar response when
sensed the air, ethanol gas, or toluene gas, but
ammonia gas. As typical work of MOS gas sensor,
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the presence of ammonia gas leads the sensing layer's
resistance of TGS2444 decreases depending on its
concentration in the air.
Then, shown in Fig. 6 (b)-(d), the responses of
five sensors (TGS2602, TGS825, FISAQ1, FISSB30
and FIS12A) appear to differ in amplitude due to
different types of gases and to differ in pattern caused
the applied modulation on the sensors which serves
as a signature of concerned gas. Temperature

modulation leads to the generate response patterns,
which may be characteristic of the species being
detected. The figures show that even though the
captured response was only at high state of
modulated sensing element circuit as resulted from
modulated heater, it remains provided significant
characteristic feature to distinguish among ammonia,
toluene, ethanol and clean air (no gas).

Fig. 5. Captured signal on MOS gas sensors under applied modulation of 0.25 Hz with duty cycle 25 %, 50 % and 75 %,
where: VOH (top) = 2 V/div of FIS; VOH (top) = 2 V/div of TGS; VOC (middle) = 5 V/div;
Time of detection Point (below) = 5 V/div; Time-Div = 1 s.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 6. Response of (a) TGS 2444, and the others (TGS2602, TGS830, FISAQ1, FISSB30 and FIS12A) operated on
(b) modulation 0.25 Hz, (c) modulation 1 Hz, and (d) modulation 4 Hz to air (no gas), ammonia, ethanol, and toluene gas.
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An important information of TGS2444 published
by Figaro (manufacturer of TGS series) which
contributes to performance of MOS gas sensors is
application of modulated voltage of sensing element
(VOC). Applying the VOC, which is in phase with the
modulation of VH, may lead to prevent sensor from
possible migration of heater materials into the
sensing material which could causes long term drift
of sensing material's resistance to higher values. It
means that a pulsed-VC giving less force to drive
migration than a constant VC, rendering negligible
possibility of migration, particularly under high
humidity and temperature operation [16].
It also seen in Fig. 6(b)-(d) that as the lower
frequency, the response waveform of the sensors
becomes more sloping and distinct, notably the FISs.
It is apparent that all MOS gas sensors, both TGSs
and FISs, are more selective to differ gases at lower
frequency. It is because sensor operates near (to
meet) a quasi-isothermal behavior at multiple
temperatures and, therefore, existing the equilibrium
condition between adsorbed oxygen and volatile
chemical compound of analyte gas [22]. Contrarily,
at higher frequency sensor behaves non isothermal
operation and, therefore, the information content is
no longer in the shape of the dynamic signal but
rather closely in static (DC offset) mode, especially
on TGS-825 and TGS-2602.
Primarily, the work of modulated temperature is
supposed to alter the kinetics of both adsorption and
reaction process at the surface of sensor while
detecting reducing or oxidizing species in the
presence of atmospheric oxygen. The well-known
and accepted mechanism itself so-called ionosorption
model. As described in [23]. The interaction between
the surface of MOS and atmospheric oxygen causes
the oxygen adsorption in form species of molecular
( O2− ) and atomic (O- and O2-) ions, where the atomic
ions are more dominant at above 150 oC, and O- is
reckoned as the most reactive species when presence
of reducing gases. The oxygen adsorption can be
described by reactions as follow:
O
O

e O
,
e O
 2O

4.2. Environmental Circumstances
and Initial Response
We employed KE-25, LM35DZ, and HSM20G to
measure oxygen level in chamber, ambient
temperature, and temperature and humidity in
chamber respectively. The working ambient
temperature during experiments was at 18 to 22oC
and the oxygen concentration in the chamber was
kept constant at round 21.8 % (not changed by
operation of sensors, as shown in Fig. 7). As
assumed, it is also seen clearly in Fig. 7 that higher
frequency and duty cycle of applied modulation in
30 minutes operation lead the increment of
temperature significantly and humidity inside
the chamber.

.

In case of n-type semiconductor, e.g. SnO2, the
chemisorbed oxygen, which mainly as O-, binds off
electronic carriers and leads to the formation of a
depletion layer at the surface. The electrons are
drawn from ionized donors via the conduction band,
so the charge carrier density at the interface between
the oxydized layer and semiconductor is reduced and
a (Schottky) potential barrier is created at grain
boundaries. When the surface charge increases, the
adsorption of further oxygen is hindered. The
adsorption rate slows down because the charge is
transferred to the adsorbate over that surface barrier,
and the coverage saturates at a rather low value. At
the junctions between the grains, the depletion layer
and associated potential barrier cause high resistance
contacts. Any presence of reducing gases will release
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the chemisorbed oxygen, lessen the surface oxygen
concentration, thus decrease the resistance. As seen
in Fig. 6, we perceive that MOS responses under a
rectangular modulation mode were correlated to the
different reaction kinetics of the interacting gases at
its surface. In this way the reaction with the reducing
and oxidizing gases was dramatically influenced, e.g.
at higher temperatures (high voltage of VS) the
response to gases such as ammonia, ethanol, and
toluene exhibited their characteristic wave shape due
to the reaction with certain oxygen species. The
equations of Schottky barrier potential and Arrhenius
in [24] show that conductance of semiconductor and
rate constants respectively are depended on
temperature, where the temperature of gas sensor
surface is controlled by varying the voltage applied to
its heater [9]. In Addition, It means that all employed
MOSs are intrinsically made of n-type
semiconductor. Simply, n-type semiconductor
responds to atmospheric oxygen and decrease its
resistance while p-type is of opposite manner [25].

Fig. 7. Change of chamber environment
(temperature, relative humidity, and oxygen concentration)
after 30 minutes initial action.

The presence of minimum required ambient
oxygen is essential to the sensor’s operation which
mean oxygen plays an important complementary role
to reducing gases and its concentration effected to
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detection of combustible or reducing gas which
mediated by reaction with adsorbed oxygen on the
sensor surface [26]. The behavior of steady-state
conductance of MOS with temperature is greatly
influenced by ambient oxygen concentration [27] and
the reduced oxygen pressure will lead the decrement
of the sensor’s resistance [19]. Moreover, Clifford
and Tuma [27] also reported that the dynamic
response of metal oxide gas sensor shows complex
kinetics characterized by time constants which range,
depends on ambient conditions. The long-term drift
of the TGS resistance resulted from the diffusion of a
native non-stoichiometric defect, an oxygen vacancy,
evoked by changes in temperature or ambient
oxygen pressure.
We tested initial action for 30 minutes on each
temperature modulation with specified detection
point by flowing natural air on measurement system
in Fig. 4. At a minute of initial action, the resistance
of TGSs was very high, i.e. 90 kΩ of TGS 2602 and
130 kΩ of TGS 825, then in second afterward
dropped sharply which then toward its steady value
in about 10 seconds. Other side, typically FISs have
same responses. Yet, they have lower initial
resistance, i.e. 20 kΩ of AQ1, 2.6 kΩ of SB30 and
25 kΩ of 12 A, then gradually dropped in longer time
(about 30 seconds) toward their steady value in
first minute.
However, after a minute, as shown in Fig. 8, the
steady state of both TGSs and FISs were slightly and
gradually changed (mostly increased but FISAQ1 on
all modulations with duty cycle of 25 % were
decreased) along with elapsed time during
30 minutes. Therefore, the baseline resistance (baseresistance) was different to each temperature
modulation. We found that higher frequency and duty
cycle resulted in higher base-resistance. These
increasing phenomena are potentially caused by
heater temperature operation on MOS gas sensor and
cumulative rising temperature in chamber. Typical
curve of working heater temperature vs. resistance is
shown in Fig. 9, where the responses increase and
reach their maximums at a certain temperature, and
then decreased rapidly with increasing the
temperature [28]. It is assumed that gas sensors with
different compositions have similar shapes.
By using equation (3) [29] to determine working
heater temperature from running voltage on heater
and by calculating the effective voltage (Veff, depend
on its duty cycle) of modulated voltage operated on
MOS gas sensors, we calculated the effective
working heater temperature of TGSs resulted from
duty cycle modulation 25 %, 50 %, and 75 % are
69 oC, 197 oC, and 325 oC respectively. Hence, it is
clear that when a sensor is operated in the modulation
mode and uses the recommended voltage Vs (e.g. 5 V
of TGS and 0.9 V of FIS), the response (Rs) tends to
increase in higher frequency of operating modulation.
Also from Fig. 8, we noticed that it takes more than a
minute to initiate the MOS to reach its steady state
condition. Hence, We used minimum 10 minutes of
initial action as base-resistance prior the

measurement. It is a quasi-steady state at each
temperature modulation-SDP.

TH = 102.83×VH – 58.79,

(3)

where TH (oC) is the working heater temperature, VH
(Volt) is the running voltage on heater.

Fig. 8. Resistance of MOS sensors vs. time (s) of initial
action responses during 30 minutes after ready state
conditioning (1 minute) of each MOS gas sensors:
(1)=TGS-2602, (2)=TGS-825, (3)=FIS-12A, (4)=FIS-AQ1,
and (5)=FIS-SB30 on modulation frequency: 0.25 Hz
(dotted), 1 Hz (dashed) and 4 Hz (solid). All modulation
was on 50 % duty cycle.

Fig. 9. The resistance responses of the SnO2 sensor on
200 ppm H2 pulses at various operating temperatures [28].
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only utilized 5 MOS gas sensors but TGS2444 in
order to avoid ambiguous results after seeing that it is
only sensitive to ammonia. The first three Principal
Components (PC1, PC2, and PC3) were used
throughout our study, as at most together they usually
contained over 90 % of the variance within the data
sets [31]. Then, the Euclidean norm was used as gas
significant features to assess the fit modulation which
has highest selectivity to analytes. Selectivity refers
to characteristics that determine whether a sensor can
respond selectively to a group of analytes or even
specifically to a single analyte [34] which can be
indicated by how far the difference (distance) among
responses on analytes is. Therefore, besides we tested
PCA on same modulation for array sensors, we also
performed a test on selected temperature modulationSDP (shown in Table 2) of each MOS gas sensor
based on the largest distance of sensitivity value
among analyte gases. The variation value of
sensitivity are shown in Fig. 10.

4.3. Selectivity Evaluation
We performed test of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to evaluate selectivity performance
in identifying the ammonia, ethanol, and toluene on
each modulation. PCA is commonly used in
electronic nose application as feature extraction part
to test distinguish (selectivity) performance and a
powerful linear classification technique that is
usually employed in correlation with cluster analysis
and visualization the difference in similarities or
differences among the treatments [25, 30]. The large
dimension of interrelated variables are reduces into
few important principal components. The first two or
three uncorrelated components hold most significant
of variation present in all variables and widely used
in various application [31-33].
We observed 2 durations of quasi-steady state
(i.e. 15 minutes and 30 minutes) prior the
measurement and used each sensitivity value of MOS
gas sensors to represent variables in PCA. Here, we

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Sensitivity variation of each MOS gas sensors and modulation upon exposure to various gases after (a) 15 minutes;
and (b) 30 minutes quasi-steady state.
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Table 2. Selected temperature modulation-SDP of MOS
gas sensors based on their sensitivities for 15 minutes and
30 minutes quasi-steady state prior measurement.
Sensor

TGS2602
TGS825
FISAQ1
FISSB30
FIS12A

Selected Modulation
15 m
30 m
1 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 75 %
1 Hz 75 %
4 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 75 %
0.25 Hz 50 %
0.25 Hz 25 %

Table 2 implies that FISs individually performed
best selectivity under temperature modulation-SDP at
0.25 Hz 75 % of both 15 minutes and 30 minutes
quasi-steady state to differ ammonia, toluene and
ethanol, while TGS 2602 and TGS825 tend
more varied.
On array gas sensor which commonly used in enose application, the selected temperature
modulation-SDP on each MOS gas sensor and
measurement after 30 minutes quasi-steady state
carried out better selectivity rather than single
modulation on all gas sensors, as shown in Fig. 11.
Moreover, compared to static (without modulation)
mode (shown in Table 3 and Fig. 12), the selected
modulation and 30 minutes quasi-steady state give
highest increment of selectivity, up to 64.7 %.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a (new) technique to
enhance selectivity of MOS gas sensors which is
developed of common temperature modulation
technique, namely temperature modulation with
specified detection point (temperature modulationSDP). The design of this modulation in principle
resembles the required modulation on TGS2444
where applied a rectangular modulation type. As
expected, our test on TGSs and FISs shows that their
responses are in accordance with common
rectangular modulation, where each modulation
provides particular response and at lower frequency
has more sloping and distinct characteristic. We also
found that the modulation with duty cycle 75 % leads
higher selectivity on each frequency modulation, and
most gas sensors especially the FISs performed
highest selectivity under 0.25 Hz modulation.
The results of PCA test indicated that selected
temperature modulation-SDP for array sensors
obtained
good
sensitivity
and
selectivity.
Experimental results showed that in measurement
after 30 minutes quasi-steady state, the increment of
selectivity to identify among ammonia, ethanol, and
toluene was up to 64.7 % compared with static
temperature mode.

Fig. 11. Comparison of selectivity performance of array
sensors among temperature modulation-SDP to differ
analytes gases based on distance of Principal Component's
score after 15 minutes and 30 minutes quasi-steady state.

Table 3. Euclidean distance between Principal Component
score of no modulation vs. selected modulation of
15 minutes and 30 minutes quasi-steady state.
Euclidean
distance
Am-Et
Et-Tol
Am-Tol
Average
Increament

15 m
no Mod
Mod
6.005
8.103
3.730
3.822
8.558
10.198
6.097
7.374
20.9 %

30 m
no Mod
Mod
3.630
7.50
4.777
5.118
6.176
11.408
4.861
8.007
64.7 %

Fig. 12. Visualization of PCA plot of selected temperature
modulation-SDP Vs without Modulation using
3 major PCs.
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